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Waihou Recreation Groups – LTP Submission 
all weather outdoor arena

This submission is on behalf of three non-profit sport and therapy groups, who are users 
of the Waihou Recreation Grounds:

• Te Aroha Riding for the Disabled (RDA);
• Morrinsville Te Aroha Dressage Group; and
• Te Aroha Hack and Hunters.

Joint Venture - to construct an all weather outdoor arena (‘arena’) on the Waihou
Recreation Grounds. 

Submitted by: Bronwyn Chick (Vice-President Te Aroha RDA / Secretary MTDG
Georgina Lloyd (Treasurer Te Aroha RDA / Treasurer/Secretary Te Aroha H&H)
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• The construction of an arena has been discussed with the Council's
Coordinator for Operations and Projects and is provided for in MPDC's
current Sport and Recreation Plan.

• The purpose of this submission is to propose that the arena is
supported by the LTP by ensuring sufficient amounts of the forecast
$3.013M surplus of Community Purposes Reserve is put aside in the
21/22 – 23/24 financial years to support arena construction.

• An application for grants to support this project has been submitted,
which we hope will receive some of the Multi-Year Community Grant
as $20k, $20k, and $10k amounts from 21/22 through to 23/24

Submission ID: Grant 430
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• All weather use

• Alternative recreational facility - there is no comparative arena in the district

• Increased usage - Alternative surface provides more options for recreational and

competitive use and additional equestrian and sporting pursuits (eg – western riding)

• safe riding conditions

Need for an outdoor arena 
-will enhance the use and operation of the reserve

Submission ID: Grant 430
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• Provides a safe environment for young riders to
develop confidence

• assists RDA’s need for a safe alternative to its
current facilities (which currently have poles
interrupting the riding space)

• meets health and safety and horse welfare
requirements.

• allows jumping in all weather

A fenced outdoor arena with good footing:

Submission ID: Grant 430
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Who will benefit
• The 4 existing user groups – directly the RDA, MTDG, H&H

Groups (Combined membership =170 people) and indirectly the
rugby club as arena usage preserves the surface of the primary
field.

• Riders - Recreational, educational, therapeutic and competitive
• Wider community and regional competitors – through increased

use
• Associated families, volunteers and professionals.
• Local community
• Council – supports the designated resurfacing work (topsoil) -

previously provided for in the MPDC 19/20 Annual Plan but
rescheduled to autumn 2021

Submission ID: Grant 430
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Provision of a safe riding environment would 
promote recreational activity which increases 
confidence, self esteem and physical and mental 
well-being.
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LTP/POSS Submission
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Some Pest plants in Domain

Jasmin

Privet

Eleagnus

Bear’s BreechesPampas
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Domain Forest Restoration Plan 2009 – Forest Flora
Submission ID: 306 & P2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LTP submission by KTABKeep Te Aroha Beautiful (KTAB) is concerned about the condition of the forest and various tracks along the lower slopes of Mnt Te Aroha, in reserves managed by Matamata Piako District Council (MPDC) and Waikato Regional Council (WRC). These reserves are located between Tui Road in the north and Princess Street in the South.These areas are invaded by many weed species, significantly compromising the biodiversity values and users’ experience of the reserves. The domain reserve, which is part of this area, is considered the “Gateway to Mnt Te Aroha” and is intensively used by residents and visitors. The area is infested with many pest plants and some tracks are degraded. Plant pest control, forest restoration, upgrading of tracks and maintenance need to be a priority for Council and adequately funded.The various reports supporting the new Day Spa development recognize that the appearance of the domain and surrounding areas need to be improved and the draft LTP has allocated funding ($750,000 from 2021-2026) for these improvements. Although it is not clear what these improvements are, KTAB recommends that, if the new spa development goes ahead, part of this funding should be allocated to upgrading the upper domain area. If the proposed new Day Spa development does not go ahead the restoration work should become a project itself and be sufficiently funded by Council through the LTP for implementation and continued maintenance.  KTAB’s concern and resulting submission was prompted by recent clearing of pest plants (weeds) behind the spa and around the geyser, in an area that was cleared and planted some 10 years ago when various community service groups were involved. We understand that this work, 10 years ago, was based on a forest restoration plan prepared for MPDC in 2009 by Wayne Bennett from Forest Flora.  It appears that this plan was not followed through and initial clearing and plantings not maintained resulting in reinfestation of weeds.Council staff have forwarded the Forest Flora report to KTAB and we consider the recommendations in the plan still largely valid. KTAB recommends Council review the report as many more weeds have established and control methods may need to be adjusted.  Other works may also be required/desirable such as track upgrades/ cultural/plant information signs etc. KTAB proposes to work with Council such as providing suitable plants from their community nursery and help facilitate planting and weeding if required.There are also volunteer community members who are keen to set up a so-called Weedbusters group under the KTAB umbrella.  This group would draw information and technical support from the national Weedbusters organization. Involvement of primary schools and college could be facilitated through Enviroschools and other programmes such as the William Pike challenge programme (Te Aroha College). Restoration of the upper domain however, is considered a priority as this area is the gateway to Mnt Te Aroha used by many residents and visitors. Together with the other facilities in the domain, significant improvement of this area would further enhance the experience of users and promote Te Aroha as a tourist destination.KTAB is also submitting to the Parks and Open Spaces Strategy (POSS) regarding the management of the larger reserve area along the foot of Mnt Te Aroha and possible collaborations between councils, Iwi and the community.Keep Te Aroha Beautiful
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Te Aroha Domain: Gateway to Mnt Te Aroha

Hakarimata walkway - Ngaruawahia
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think we all agree that Mnt Te Aroha and the domain are some of the main assets of the town and enjoyed by locals and visitors



WEEDBUSTERS - GROUP
Submission ID: 306 & P2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All around New Zealand, communities, private individuals, local government, central government, and research organisations are actively involved in Weedbusters work. This includes active control of weeds, as well as education about invasive weeds and pest plants.The Weedbusters programme celebrates the efforts of these individuals, communities and organisations, and aims to spread the message that each of us has responsibility for stopping the spread of weeds.



KTAB Nursery
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MPDC

MPDC

WRC

WRC

DOC

MPDC

DOC

DOC

POSS - The Bigger Picture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Park and Open Spaces Strategy (POSS) submission by KTABManagement of Reserves along Mnt Te Aroha Biodiversity in the MPDC and Waikato Regional Council (WRC) reserves along of the lower slopes of Mnt Te Aroha, and located between Tui Road (in the north) and Princess Street (in the south), is increasingly compromised by a large range of invasive environmental pest plants (weeds). Weeds like privet, climbing asparagus, ivy, wandering willie, are spreading up the mountain.These reserves also have a relatively dense network of walking and mountain bike tracks which are frequently used by Te Aroha residents and visitors. The many weeds are negatively impacting the experience of these users.KTAB has also submitted to the LTP, specifically for the control of weeds, restoration of forest and improvement/maintenance of tracks in the upper part of the Domain reserve as these areas are most used by the public for short walks but is also an important entrance/gateway to the Kaimai Mamaku Forest Park’s wider network of tracks.KTAB recommends that MPDC seek to collaborate with Iwi, WRC, Department of Conservation (DOC) and the community to develop a management plan and implementation programme to address this issue and possibly also the wider management of Mnt Te Aroha, including predator control, to bring back the birds to Mnt Te Aroha.KTAB understands potential funding may be available through the “Jobs for Nature Fund” allocated to forest restoration of the Kaimai Mamaku Forest Park and administered by DOC and the Manaaki Kaimai Mamaku Trust.Keep Te Aroha Beautiful



Opportunities
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our kaupapa and vision is simple.The Kaimai Mamaku thrive; hence we thrive.The bush clad spine of the Kaimai range gives way to the misty plateaus and valleys of the northern Mamaku. An arm reaches eastwards toward the sea, embracing the hills of Otanewainuku and Otawa. These cloud-catching forests influence our weather and create our water. Our environmental, cultural, social and economic values are intertwined with the trees and the soils but introduced pest plants and animals are driving these values into decline. The Kaimai Mamaku ecosystem functions as a home to a huge range of special and interdependent plant and animal species. Embedded in it are the unseen but critical services of carbon storage, erosion control and flood mitigation. The quality and quantity of our fresh water supply is reliant on a healthy forest.We know nature is resilient, but the unchecked introduced pests found throughout the Kaimai Mamaku are silencing the bush and destroying the ability of the forest to heal itself.Our aim is the restoration of the mauri of the forest and the water that flows from it with comprehensive animal pest control and biodiversity management.
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